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Motivation (1/3)

• Policies for the decarbonization process stimulated (through incentives) a huge
amount of investments in the energy production sector

• The high presence of distributed generation highlighted the need for a renovation
in the energy systems, to allow an efficient integration of renewables

• On one side, the smartening of the grid is (hopefully) moving towards a 
development phase but, on the production side, incentives areexpected to end

• how to keep small RES energy producers in the market without incentives?
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Motivation (2/3): bioenergies in Italy
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 Region  Biogas  MW  Average power 

(MW/n) 

Abruzzo 12,00       10,42       0,87                    

Basilicata 19,00       6,12         0,32                    

Calabria 20,00       14,04       0,70                    

Campania 37,00       30,50       0,82                    

Emilia Romagna 197,00     161,58     0,82                    

Friuli Venezia Giulia 77,00       521,30     6,77                    

Lazio 39,00       45,81       1,17                    

Liguria 9,00         25,15       2,79                    

Lombardia 471,00     369,02     0,78                    

Marche 34,00       25,92       0,76                    

Molise 4,00         2,82         0,70                    

Piemonte 167,00     135,57     0,81                    

Puglia 33,00       20,94       0,63                    

Sardegna 21,00       18,51       0,88                    

Sicilia 20,00       46,64       2,33                    

Toscana 48,00       45,73       0,95                    

Trentino 36,00       19,51       0,54                    

Umbria 24,00       17,01       0,71                    

Valle d'Aosta 4,00         1,98         0,50                    

Veneto 241,00     173,30     0,72                    

1.513,00 1.691,86 1,12                    
Source: GSE data (Atlaimpianti), updated: September 25 th, 2017

Source Count

Biogas 1.513

Liquid biomasses 409

Solid biomasses 381

Waste 44

2.347

8.258,7 GWh in 2016

Biogas power plants
- Source of green energy on the national territory
- Differently from other RES plants (e.g. PV plants),

they provide a continuous source of energy => a plus
for the system

- They become an opportunity for farmers and rural
activities (…)



Motivation (3/3)

In many countries, biogas power plants entered the market pushed by incentives: 

- Would it be profitable to invest without incentives? 
- Would it be profitable to revamp existing plants after incentives expire?

(=> avoiding abandon and considering land use)
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• Energy prices are still quite low if compared with RES production costs
• Playing on both gas and electricity markets could give the possibility to small

investors to add managerial flexibility to the investment, and gain in
profitability

• It is fundamental to consider the future role of distributed generation on the
electricity market
=> We are working to integrate them with the Smart Grid, but it will be
useless if they disappear



Literature

The paper contributes to the literature on:

• Integration of energy sources (Hoff et al., 1996, Fleten et al. 2007)

• Real option approach in the energy sector (Moretto and Di Corato, 2011; Fleten et al., 2007; 
Fernandes et al., 2011; Martinez Cesena et al., 2013)

• Evaluating investment flexibility in the smart grid (Schachter and Mancarella, 2016; Bertolini, 
D’Alpaos and Moretto, forthcoming)
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Target of the analysis
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Existing biogas power plants: invest in the biomethane
extension?

We shall see it as a new investment, not connected 
to the previous one

Existing biogas power plants with upgrading option 
are a different
(do they exist? did they exercise the option?)

Source: GSE data (Atlaimpianti), updated: September 25 th, 2017

The paper aims at evaluating the investment decision of a new (potential) small energy 
producer that shall decide whether to invest in a biogas – biomethane power plant 



Real Option evaluation
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The upgrading technology is not an option: it is embedded in the investment decision

Option to upgrade

Option to switch
The plant we evaluate already includes a bio-methane
refinery: the investment includes a option to switch
between markets

The investment decision focuses on a biogas power
plant with the possibility to expand the investment
with a biomethane refinery

The real option approach allows us to better capture and evaluate managerial flexibilities
characterizing the technology. The value of the investment takes into consideration the
possibility to switch from one market to the other, and vice versa, depending on price and
costs conditions.



Assumptions
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The analysis focuses on a small investor that decides whether to invest in a biogas power 
plant equipped with an additional plant section to produce biomethane

• Plant dimension: 
The plant is small, i.e. it cannot influence market prices

• Technology: 
- The plant is flexible: while running, it can easily switch from biomethane production to electricity 

production and vice versa
- No switching costs
- Reversible (I can switch the market at the beginning of every time t)

• Agent profile: 
The investor is a pure producer

• Connections:
- The plant is connected to the national gas network
• The biomethane produced can be directly inject and sell to the market 

- The plant is connected to a smart grid
• The grid delivers a price signal (i.e. high electricity price)



Power plant setup
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Digestor Turbine Refinery

electricity biomethane

The power plant A is made up by: 
- A digestor for biogas production; 
- A turbine that generates electricity, that is

directly sell to the grid;
- An upgrading technology for biomethane

production, with a direct connection to the 
gas network, where the biomethane is 
injected after the refinery process. 

PLANT CONFIGURATION A

Digestor

Turbine

Refinery

electricity
biomethane

PLANT CONFIGURATION B

The power plant B is made up by: 
- A digestor for biogas production; 
- An upgrading technology for biomethane production, 

with a direct connection to the gas network, where 
the biomethane is injected after the refinery process;

- A turbine for electricity generation (fueled with bio-
methane), that is directly connected with the 
electricity grid



Evaluations
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New investments

Invest (or not) in plant configuration B

Invest (or not) in plant configuration A Dominant
Technology

- to be found -

Differences

 in terms of investment costs (mainly turbines), operations and maintenance costs for the second part 
of the process (electricity production, mainly turbine – related)

 in electricity production costs: use of biogas VS biomethane

 in terms of yield

 In terms of waste We shall take into consideration heat combined production

The value of heat is often left out of the evaluation. This is
mainly due to the difficulty to sell it on a market, but still it
is used for the production process and must be considered



Spark spread
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As a first step,  the theoretical model will consider a plant configuration A
(electricity production from biogas VS bio-methane production) 

To evaluate the investment we are considering a sort of spark spread

«The spark spread is the difference between the price received by a generator for electricity produced and 
the cost of the natural gas needed to produce that electricity»
EIA (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2013) 

In the case of the biogas – biomethane power plant, we are interested in the 
opportunity cost of producing electricity instead of biomethane (and vice versa, given
the reversibility of the option) 



Real option approach
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In each time period t, the power plant maximizes its profits:

𝝅 = 𝒎𝒂𝒙 [𝒑𝒆 ∗ 𝒒𝒆 − 𝒄𝒆 ∗ 𝒒𝒆, 𝒑𝒃𝒎 ∗ 𝒒𝒃𝒎 − 𝒄𝒃𝒎 ∗ 𝒒𝒃𝒎]

- Costs and quantities are technology related

Choosing a specific plant, production costs and quantities of one production can 
be a benchmark for the other one

Combined heat production shall be considered as a reduction in production costs, 
when used to run the power plant 

(model: to be done)



Intuition
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- At local level, biogas power plants enter the market only if the the gas price is lower 
than the electricity price

Gas price sets the price for local electricity price, after a load quota which 
depends on local grid characteristics (i.e. power offered by other power plants 
running with different technologies);

We obtain a local merit order: biogasses are called in local electricity market when 
other sources are not able to cover the load

- If electricity market prevails, the model collapses to a biogas evaluation model

(maybe with an upgrading option…)



Empirical investigation – preliminary ideas
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• Gas price is set at national level, around 50 
€/MWh (“bio” value?)

• Electricity prices varies across six market zones

Source: GME report on day ahead prices, Jan 2018

Source: Eurostat



Concluding

• Europe and member states have decarbonization of energy systems as a target
• In the past, a huge amount of incentives make people invest in RES power plants
• RES presence call for a smart grid, that allow for their efficient integration

• We are now handling a long debate about smart grid technologies, but we must
investigate if plants will be still there when we implement the smart grid: if
incentives go down, plant profitability is at risk

• Adding the possibility to participate in the market, we enable new managerial
flexibilities for the plant owner
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Concluding

• With the valorization of new flexibilities, we can find parameters for investment
profitability even in absence of incentives
• For the photovoltaic market => it is possible, but still prices are too low
• Biogas have the possibility to play on another market, and this can be a way to

make it attractive for small investors

=> Investments in the grid are not only needed, but they can also seen as a new way
to keep small producers in the market and to stimulate new investments

• Market design and functioning will be a fundamental step for further research
• Effects on the market of a coordinated actions of small producers: a number of small producers playing

on a grid do influence prices and equilibria
• Differences in local characteristics lead to differences in local markets
• WRT the Smart Grid development, market composition will influence optimal investment strategies and

policies
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